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Abstract

Background: Schizophrenia is a devastating mental health illness in which our pharmacologic options do not treat the cognitive deficits that largely contribute to long-term disability. Problems with cognition likely arise from dysfunctional neural networks in which spatially distinct brain regions are unable to temporally coordinate electrical activity accurately. More specifically, the hippocampus (HC) normally achieves long-range, temporal coordination through generation of theta (4-8 Hz) oscillations by which the prefrontal cortex (PFC) can synchronize its activity. This synchronization occurs through direct HC-to-PFC monosynaptic projections, and disruptions in this pathway can replicate key features of schizophrenia. Although prior research has concentrated heavily on HC-to-PFC theta oscillatory synchronization, the neural network by which PFC exerts “top-down” influence back to HC is largely unknown for at least two reasons. For one, unlike direct HC-to-PFC projections, PFC-to-HC projections are indirect, mainly occurring through a synapse in the thalamic nucleus reunions (nRe). Secondly, the oscillatory band utilized by PFC to synchronize HC activity is largely unknown, although limited evidence suggests a 2-5 Hz oscillation as a potential candidate. The overall aim of this thesis was to characterize the circuitry by which PFC coordinates HC activity. We hypothesized PFC-to-HC synchronization occurs through a 2-5 Hz oscillation that is mediated through nRe.

Methods: Local field potentials (LFPs) were recorded in PFC, HC, and nRe in normal rats (n=15) under urethane anesthesia. The nucleus reticularis pontis oralis (RPO) was stimulated at five intensity levels to induce theta oscillations in HC. LFPs during RPO stimulation were extracted and underwent fast Fourier transform. Linear regression analysis (Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r) was performed to analyze the relationship between peak oscillatory frequency and power spectrum density in PFC and HC as a function of RPO stimulus intensity. Peak frequencies for theta and 2-5 Hz were identified in HC and PFC spectra, respectively, and spectral power at these frequencies were identified for each signal. Pairwise correlations were calculated between power spectrum density in PFC, HC, and nRe within the 2-5 Hz and theta bands to assess synchronization. Partial correlational analysis was performed between HC-PFC to statically remove the influence of nRe signal to characterize its role in PFC-HC synchronization. In the second set of experiments, LFPs were recorded in PFC and HC during
local lidocaine *in vivo* inactivation of nRe (n=4 rats). Coherence between HC-PFC was calculated before and after lidocaine injections to assess influence of nRe.

**Results:** As previously described, theta oscillations were the prominent signal in HC during RPO stimulation. In comparison, a narrow-band oscillation within the 2-5 Hz range (distinct from wide-band delta) dominated PFC signals at low RPO stimulus intensities. Oscillatory frequency increased linearly with RPO stimulus intensity for theta (r = 0.64, p<0.001) and 2-5 Hz (r =0.37, p<0.01) frequency bands. However, these two oscillations followed an opposite trend with respect to power density: theta power increased (r = 0.63, p <0.001), whereas 2-5 Hz power decreased (r = -0.60, p<0.001) with RPO stimulus intensity, suggesting a negative coupling between the two signals. PFC-HC signals were significantly correlated for both theta and 2-5 Hz oscillations in 7 out of the 15 rats (47%). For this subgroup, PFC-HC partial correlation, controlling for nRe signal, eliminated residual PFC-HC correlations for the 2-5 Hz oscillation (correlation r=0.81, partial correlation r=0.13, p<0.001), but had no significant effect on HC-PFC correlations for theta oscillation (correlation r=0.65, partial correlation r=0.61, p=0.53). PFC-HC coherence of 2-5 Hz oscillation significantly decreased after lidocaine injection (coherence pre-lidocaine 0.73, post-lidocaine 0.34, p<0.01), but had little effect on coherence for theta oscillation (coherence pre-lidocaine =0.52, post-lidocaine =0.48, p=0.19).

**Discussion:** Our results support that HC-PFC synchronization occurs not only by previously reported HC theta rhythm, but also by a second narrow-band oscillation in the 2-5 Hz range that dominates PFC activity. Importantly, removal of nRe influence, either statistically (using partial correlation) or experimentally (by *in vivo* lidocaine inactivation) significantly reduces PFC-HC coupling within the 2-5 Hz band, but has minimal effect on HC-PFC theta coupling, suggesting that nRe mediates PFC-HC 2-5 Hz but not theta oscillatory synchronization. In summary, this thesis proposes a novel thalamo-cortical (nRe-PFC) network by which PFC-HC synchronization occurs through a 2-5 Hz oscillation that is mediated through nRe. In contrast, reciprocal HC-to-PFC synchronization occurs through the theta band via a direct, monosynaptic projection. This network is likely dynamic by which the strength of PFC-HC coupling between theta and 2-5 Hz oscillatory bands vary depending on RPO stimulation intensity level. In the future, continued elucidation of this neural network will likely offer a deeper understanding of the cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia, and thus the potential for improved treatment options.
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Glossary

AMY: amygdala
CA1, CA3: *Cornu Ammonis* 1, 3
DG: dentate gyrus
EC: entorhinal cortex
FFT: fast Fourier transform
HC: hippocampus
    vHC: ventral hippocampus
    dHC: dorsal hippocampus
LFP: local field potentials
MS: medial septum
nRe: nucleus reuniens
PFC: prefrontal cortex
    mPFC: medial prefrontal cortex
RPO: reticularis pontis oralis
SUM: supramammillary nucleus
VTA: ventral tegmental area
Introduction

Schizophrenia is a major health problem for which no cure exists. Cognitive dysfunction, a key debilitating symptom of the disease, largely results from impaired oscillatory synchronization between HC and PFC (1). Earlier research has established the functional role of the HC theta (4-10 Hz) oscillations driving PFC synchronization, and disruption of this pathway can replicate fundamental features of schizophrenia (2, 3). In comparison, synchronization of neuronal activity from PFC-to-HC direction is less understood for at least two reasons: 1) the specific oscillatory frequency band that PFC harnesses to drive HC synchronization is unknown; and 2) unlike the direct, monosynaptic HC-to-PFC connections, projections from PFC-to-HC are indirect and multisynaptic, one of which occurs through the thalamic, nRe. We directly address these two issues by proposing an innovative functional model for PFC-to-HC synchronization that is founded on prior research efforts and the experimental evidence outlined in this thesis. More specifically, this thesis proposes a thalamo-cortical (nRe-PFC) network that utilizes a 2-5 Hz oscillation to drive PFC-to-HC synchronization, which is mediated though nRe. Reciprocal HC theta drive enters this thalamo-cortical network primarily through a direct PFC-to-HC projection, and co-occurs with this 2-5 Hz oscillation (See Fig. 7B). Considering that PFC is the master regulator of cognitive behavior, identifying the network involved in PFC-to-HC synchronization should provide key insight into the cognitive pathophysiology found in schizophrenia, and ultimately may provide a mechanism for more targeted therapies in the future (4).

1. Overview of Oscillatory Networks

The mammalian nervous system constantly integrates diverse external sensory stimuli and internal states into a coherent experience in order to appropriately determine future behavior. The ability to carry out such complex computational processing requires highly, temporally organized neuronal networks. Oscillatory synchronization offers one potential solution for this temporal organization. By this mechanism, spatially distinct neuronal networks can become temporally linked (or synchronized) by a common oscillation, allowing for retention of previous information to influence downstream events (5). Neuronal oscillators occur at various levels, ranging from oscillations of a single neuron determined by its biophysical properties, to local field potentials
(LFP) determined by the probabilistic, rhythmic spiking of thousands of neurons, to scalp electroencephalogram (EEG) that sums the oscillations of millions of neurons. The fact that neuronal oscillations are conserved throughout mammalian evolution highlights its potential universal and fundamental role in neuronal computational processing (5, 6). The emergence of a neuropsychiatric phenotype with dyssynchronous networks further alludes to the potential importance of this mechanism (7).

A given oscillation can be characterized at least by its frequency, amplitude, and phase, which together help determine the features of a neuronal network. Broadly, oscillations are categorized and named based on the frequencies that can be observed when recording from groups of neurons, and include delta, theta, alpha, beta, and gamma bands. Oscillatory frequency is inversely related to the time delay of axonal conduction, since a neuron cannot be synchronized to a frequency cycle shorter than the time required to electrically and chemically conduct its action potential (5). At the level of neuronal ensembles, therefore, high frequency oscillations (such as gamma, 30-70 Hz) can only synchronize spatially close neuronal populations, as the time to conduct action potentials long-range would be longer than its frequency cycle. In contrast, low frequency oscillations (such as theta, 4-10 Hz) with longer cycle lengths can synchronize more spatially distinct regions, and thus offer the potential to mediate network interactions in distant neuronal populations (8). Further, an oscillatory frequency is also inversely proportional to its power density (9). This property allows for lower frequency oscillations with greater power densities to temporally synchronize and bind together faster, local oscillations (5). This can manifest physically as amplitude modulation of the higher frequency by the lower frequency oscillation, termed phase-amplitude cross-frequency coupling (10). The interaction of distinct frequency bands (e.g., gamma and theta) by this method allows for the emergence of more complex networks that could mediate higher-order cognitive processing (7). Lastly, phase can be defined by the position of a time point on the oscillation. The relationship of a neuronal action potential to the oscillatory phase holds salient information, and provides an additional mechanism for single neurons to participate in larger neural assemblies (11, 12).

The ability to quantify neuronal synchronization is necessary for experimentally analyzing these networks. Although there are numerous signal analysis techniques, two mathematical models,
both derived from correlational analyses, are used in this thesis and will be specifically addressed here. The first mathematical model is coherence, which is a well studied, accepted, and robust technique commonly used in neuronal network analysis (13). Before this technique is applied, the oscillatory signal (collected in the time domain) must undergo fast Fourier transform (FFT) to convert into a frequency domain in which the amplitude and phase of the signal is calculated within discrete frequency bins. To calculate coherence, the similarity of the amplitude and phase between each FFT frequency bin between the two signals of interest (e.g., LFPs recorded from two spatial distinct electrodes) is quantified. For two signals with a constant relative phase within the same frequency bin, the amplitudes will summate increasing the coherence value toward “1”. For signals without any phase relationship, the amplitudes will subtract, decreasing the coherence value toward “0”. Importantly, coherence provides a useful measure of the similarity between two signals and thus its synchronization, but offers no directional information as to where the oscillation originates (14).

The second mathematical model is partial correlation (15). In this method, two oscillatory signals are correlated along some feature of the signal (e.g., amplitude), while controlling for the influence of a third signal. This allows for statistical removal of a signal within a neural network without requiring \textit{in vivo} lesioning/inactivation of the actual neural substrate producing the signal. To perform partial correlation analysis, as used in this thesis, the three signals of interest undergo FFT (as described previously) to quantify the power spectrum density (amplitude) into discrete frequency bins; partial correlation of power spectrum density of two signals is performed with removal of the influence of the third signal. This partial correlation can then be compared to the traditional correlation (in which the effect of a third signal is not controlled). If the partial correlation is significantly smaller than the traditional correlation, it suggests the third signal participates in the synchronization between the two signals of interest. Again, this technique quantifies synchronization between oscillatory signals without informing the origin of the oscillation.

2. Impaired Neuronal Oscillations in Schizophrenia
Schizophrenia is a devastating psychiatric disorder that affects over 26 million people globally, and is ranked as the sixth leading global cause of years lost to disability by the World Health Organization (16). Symptoms of schizophrenia can be broadly divided into positive (e.g.,
delusions and hallucinations), negative (e.g., anhedonia), and cognitive (e.g., memory deficits, impaired decision making) categories. These positive symptoms significantly respond to dopamine transmission blockade with antipsychotics. Such pharmacologic responses have resulted in the dopamine hypothesis in which the pathophysiology of schizophrenia is thought to arise from excess dopamine signaling in the mesolimbic area (17). However, dopamine blockade minimally affects the cognitive and negative symptoms, suggesting that the pathophysiology behind these features may arise due to another mechanism. Although positive symptoms tend to be the most striking feature, cognitive deficits serve as the best predictor of long-term functional outcomes, and therefore an understanding of its neural basis is of great importance (18).

Accumulating evidence suggests that the cognitive deficits of schizophrenia, and neuropsychiatric conditions more generally, arise from dysfunctional neuronal networks (19). The majority of work to date has focused specifically on dysfunctional gamma synchrony. Gamma oscillations are high frequency signals that are found in essentially all brain structures. They have been implicated in diverse functions, including perceptual binding of sensory information (6), selective attention (20), and learning and memory (21). Animal models and patients with schizophrenia demonstrate reduced stimulus-evoked gamma band responses and elevated baseline gamma oscillations noise—findings that are likely secondary to impaired glutamatergic and GABA signaling. This impaired gamma synchronization points to one potential neural mechanism for the cognitive deficits found in schizophrenia (17, 22).

Despite gamma oscillatory dysfunction dominating schizophrenia research, evidence suggests that low frequency theta synchronization, specifically between HC and PFC, is also impaired (1, 3, 7). Although understudied in relationship to schizophrenia, theta is one of the most well characterized brain rhythms: it is the defining oscillation in the hippocampus (HC) during REM sleep, and present during wake exploratory behavior (23). HC theta oscillations serve important roles in memory formation, storage, and retrieval (24, 25), and in synaptic plasticity (26, 27). Theta generators originate from the medial septal nucleus (and other extrahippocamal regions), and lesions here eliminate HC theta with resultant impairments in spatial tasks, further highlighting the importance of theta oscillations (24, 28-30).
In contrast to high frequency gamma oscillations that are spatially limited due to conduction delays, theta oscillations can temporally coordinate local neuronal ensembles over large distances (5). Limited evidence in animal models and humans suggests that impaired long-range coordination between neuronal networks may underlie some of the cognitive deficits observed in schizophrenia. For example, genetic schizophrenic mouse models with a 22q11.2 microdeletion demonstrate decreased theta synchronization between the HC and PFC, and decreased phase locking of PFC neurons to HC theta (3). In schizophrenic rat models in which synthetic immune system activator polyriboinosinic-polyribocytidylic acid is injected into pregnant dams, rat off-spring have decreased theta HC-PFC synchronization that correlates with schizotypal behavior measures (decreased prepulse inhibition of startle); these rats also show reduced firing of theta-modulated, gamma-entrained PFC neurons (1). Patients with schizophrenia also demonstrate impaired long-range communication between HC and PFC (31). In a study of monozygotic twins discordant for schizophrenia, affected twins had smaller HC volume and decreased regional blood flow to PFC during the Wisconsin Card Sorting task (32). Patients with schizophrenia also show abnormal connectivity between HC and PFC, as demonstrated by PET (33) and fMRI (34) imaging modalities.

3. The Prefrontal Cortex and Hippocampal Circuitry

As indicated previously, temporal coordination of PFC and HC neuronal ensembles serves an important role in cognition, and disruption of this network contributes to the pathophysiology of schizophrenia. Therefore, a better understanding of pathways involved in HC-PFC coupling will likely offer insight into this illness.

HC-to-PFC Theta Synchronization

Based on anatomical and electrophysiological studies, CA1 and subiculum of HC exhibit a monosynaptic, unidirectional projection to the pyramidal cells in layers II-VI of prelimbic and infralimbic regions of mPFC (35-38). These projections use an excitatory neurotransmitter (likely glutamate) that can be activated by pharmacologic administration of AMPA and NMDA agonists. This early monosynaptic excitation can be followed by inhibitory postsynaptic potentials, likely due to activation of local GABAergic interneurons (37, 39). (See Fig. 7A for anatomical model of HC-PFC connections). Functionally, HC can communicate with PFC neuronal populations by synchronizing PFC neurons to HC theta oscillations. HC-PFC theta
coupling occurs during various memory tasks, and performance in these tasks correlate to the degree of synchronization (2, 28, 40). Further, PFC neurons fire consistently within 100ms after HC neurons in naturally sleeping animals (41), and mPFC neurons phase-lock best to HC theta rhythms delayed by ~50ms during spatial navigation (42). Electrode recordings in human subjects also demonstrate increased HC-PFC synchronization during memory tasks with a directionality preference from the HC-to-PFC as established by Granger causality analysis (43). EEG also records frontal theta oscillations in humans during memory tasks (44). Together, these studies provide strong evidence for functional HC-to-PFC interactions driven by theta oscillations.

PFC-to-HC synchronization
Most research investigation to date has focused heavily on HC driving theta oscillations in PFC, which suggests a somewhat passive role of PFC. However, PFC performs complex cognitive roles, including goal-direct behaviors, decision making, working memory, and attention (45, 46), and therefore, must be able to exert “top-down” influence on other brain regions, like HC. This bias towards HC-to-PFC directionality is at least twofold. Firstly, as previously described, the monosynaptic HC-to-PFC projection is well characterized, whereas no direct projection exists from PFC-to-HC, but instead occurs indirectly through multisynaptic connections, such as through nRe (46, 47). Secondly, HC theta is a very well studied brain oscillation (24, 30), but oscillatory features of PFC are less known. This thesis attempts to directly address both these issues, and will be discussed in more detail individually.

Nucleus Reunions: Potential Functional Mediator of PFC-to-HC Projections
Although no known direct, monosynaptic PFC-to-HC projections exist, nRe—the largest of the midline thalamic nuclei—is ideally situated to play a functional role in this network, since it has reciprocal connections with both mPFC and HC. More specially, anatomical anterograde and retrograde tracing studies indicate that nRe has efferent and afferent mPFC projections (48-50). nRe also forms (presumable excitatory) synapses with pyramidal cells of CA1 (48-50); and CA1 and subiculum of HC also send afferent projections to nRe, suggesting bidirectional flow of information between nRe and HC (47).
Limited previous work also points to a potential role of nRe in memory processing. For example, lesions to nRe impair performance in spatial working memory (51). nRe and PFC neurons also exhibit similar “trajectory-dependent firing” (i.e., significant changes in neuronal firing rates depending on the spatial trajectory of the mouse in a maze) as CA1 neurons; and nRe optogenetic silencing reduces trajectory-dependent firing in CA1, suggesting that nRe may mediate PFC informational flow to HC (52). Interestingly, inactivation of nRe (either directly or via mPFC inputs) affects performance in fear conditioning tasks, and may have potential implications in the pathophysiology of post-traumatic stress disorder (53). Together, these studies suggest nRe plays a functional role within the previously described anatomical network.

2-5 Hz: Potential Neural Oscillator of PFC
If nRe provides a potential functional anatomical route by which PFC can reciprocally influence HC activity, by what mechanism could PFC exert its influence on HC? Given the spatial distance between PFC and HC, a low frequency oscillation (distinct from theta) that temporally coordinates HC activity is a likely candidate.

More recently, Fujisawa and Buzsaki (2011) proposed a mechanism by which HC-PFC coupling could involve a second, narrow, spectral peaked oscillation (2-5 Hz) within the delta band. In a maze task, this 2-5 Hz oscillation was the dominant PFC signal, and 2-5 Hz oscillatory power increased during key decision points in the maze, suggesting its potential role in working memory. As previously described, these authors found that theta was the dominant oscillation in HC. Together, the 2-5 Hz and theta oscillations modulated PFC gamma oscillations and neuronal action potentials (54). This study provides preliminary evidence of two distinct low frequency oscillations (2-5 Hz and theta) that can temporally organize local gamma oscillations in PFC. More broadly, the interaction of 2-5 Hz and theta oscillations offer a potential mechanistic framework as to how PFC and HC can reciprocally exert influences on each other. Fujisawa and Buzsaki (2011) also nicely summarize that this 2-5 Hz oscillation has been recorded (but not emphasized) in previously published studies in rats during exploration (55, 56) and under urethane anesthesia (57, 58), suggesting that this 2-5 Hz oscillation is likely ubiquitous.

4. Specific Aims
This thesis proposes a novel thalamocortical neural network by which bidirectional PFC and HC coupling occurs. **Our overall hypothesis is that synchronization from HC-to-PFC direction**
is mediated by HC theta oscillations, and synchronization from PFC-to-HC direction occurs via a 2-5Hz oscillation, which is mediated through the thalamic nRe. This hypothesis was tested through two specific aims:

Aim 1: To characterize HC theta and PFC 2-5 Hz oscillations during pontine reticular formation (RPO) stimulation in urethane-anesthetized rats, and determine whether HC-PFC synchronization occurs through these two oscillations. Fujisawa and Buzsaki (2011) previously described how PFC 2-5 Hz and HC theta oscillations together can co-modulated PFC gamma oscillations in freely moving rats during spatial tasks (54). However, the relationship between these two oscillations has not been characterized in further studies, including characterization in more controlled experimental settings with urethane-anesthetized rats. HC theta oscillations have been well described in urethane-anesthetized rats, and occur under at least two conditions: 1) theta that occurs spontaneously around 4-Hz, and alternates with wide-band delta (59); 2) theta that is induced via RPO stimulation in which the entire theta range (4-10 Hz) can be achieved (60-63). A reliable linear correlation exists between RPO stimulus intensity, and theta frequency and amplitude; this provides a satisfactory experimental model to induce and to study the effects of theta in the rat brain (64, 65). In contrast, although PFC 2-5 Hz oscillations have been previously described in urethane-anesthetized rats (57, 58), this signal has not been characterized during HC theta induction by RPO stimulation. For Aim 1, we characterized HC-PFC synchronization at both the 2-5 Hz and theta oscillation during RPO theta induction in urethane-anesthetized rats.

Aim 2: To establish whether nRe functionally participates in PFC-HC coupling. Unlike the monosynaptic, HC-to-PFC coupling mediated by HC theta drive (37, 38, 43, 66), PFC projects back to HC indirectly through nRe (49, 67). Based on anatomical tracing studies, nRe is ideally located to mediate coupling in PFC-to-HC direction (48, 67), and we hypothesized that this coupling occurs via a distinct 2-5 Hz oscillation. To test this hypothesis, in Aim 2, nRe influence was removed either statically (using partial correlations) or experimentally (by in vivo pharmacologic inactivation with lidocaine). Then, theta and 2-5 Hz oscillatory synchronization between PFC and HC was quantified before and after nRe removal. Both statistical and experimental methods were used for nRe removal, due to unique limitations of each: while
partial correlation is a theoretical model that can precisely remove the statistically influence of a signal, it can only predict *in vivo* results. In comparison, while lidocaine injection is an *in vivo* technique and therefore more generalizable, it is an imprecise experimental method to inactive a local region, and off-target effects cannot be completely controlled. The convergence of result by two separate methods will therefore provide more compelling evidence of nRe influence.
Methods

1. Animals
15 male Sprague-Dawley rats (300-550 g, Charles River Laboratories in Massachusetts, USA) were used in this study. The procedures described were conducted in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Harvard Medical School and Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center (Boston, MA, USA).

2. Surgical Procedures
All animals were anesthetized using urethane (1.2-1.5 g/kg of 65-80% solution, intraperitoneal injections). Urethane anesthesia was selected to allow for induction of theta oscillations in HC through stimulation of RPO, as described previously (29, 59, 63). The head of the animal was fastened in a stereotaxic frame, and small burr holes were made to allow for microelectrode placement. Two pairs of twisted stainless steel wires with 1mm distal separation were implanted in dHC corresponding to dentate gyrus and CA1 (3.7 mm posterior to bregma, 2.2 mm lateral to midline, and 4.8 mm below the brain surface), and in nRe (2.5 mm posterior to bregma, on the midline, and 6.5 mm below the brain surface). Two single microelectrode wires were implanted in the right and left prelimbic PFC (3.2 mm anterior to bregma, ± 0.5 mm lateral to midline, and 4.8 mm below the brain surface). A pair of stimulating stainless steel microelectrodes was implanted in RPO (8 mm posterior to bregma, 1.5 mm lateral to midline, and 8 mm below the brain surface). Skull screws overlying the nasal bone and cerebellum served as the reference and ground electrodes, respectively. Electrode wires and screws were secured with dental cement. Microelectrodes were connected to an amplifier (A-M systems), and RPO stimulating electrodes were connected to the stimulation apparatus Master-8 (A.M.P.A).

3. Electrophysiological Recordings
HC theta rhythm was elicited by electrical stimulation of RPO (0.1 ms square waves at 100 Hz for a duration of 10 s). Series of various stimulation intensities (range 0.1 mA-1mA) were applied to find 1) the minimum intensity that produces HC theta rhythm; and 2) the maximal intensity after which theta frequency and/or amplitude did not increase with further increases in current level (60, 61). Once this range was obtained, five levels of stimulus intensity of equal interval that spanned this range were determined. For each trial, each of these five levels of stimuli intensity were then applied individually for 10 s in random order with >60 s seperation
between stimuli. LFPs were recorded using DASYlab 7.0 Acquisition System Laboratory (National Instruments).

4. Pharmacological Inactivation of the Thalamic Nucleus Reuniens
In 4 rats, a guided cannula was implanted in nRe. Three pairs of recording electrodes were implanted: 1) a microelectrode in the left and right prelimbic PFC, respectively (3.2 mm anterior to bregma, ± 0.5 mm lateral to midline, and 4.8 mm below the brain surface); 2) twisted stainless steel wires with 1mm distal separation in dHC to record from dentate gyrus and CA1 (3.7 mm posterior to bregma, 2.2 mm lateral to midline, and 4.8 mm below the brain surface); 3) twisted stainless steel wires with 1mm distal separation in vHC. Stimulating electrodes were implanted in RPO, as described previously. Before lidocaine injection, control recordings were performed during RPO stimulation using previously described protocol. After control recordings, lidocaine (0.2 mg/microliter, volume of 1 microliter) was microinfused using a syringe pump at a rate of 347 nanoliters/min. After lidocaine infusion, theta was elicited through RPO stimulation and electrophysiological recordings were performed as described previously.

5. Histological Procedure
After experiment completion, rats were deeply anesthetized, and brains were removed and fixed in formalin for at least one week. The brains were then transferred to 20% sucrose solution for 24-hours before sectioning with the freezing microtome (Microm HM 450, Thermo Scientific) for cryoprotection during rapid freezing. The brains were mounted on the microtome platform with Tissue-Tek® and frozen with dry ice. Brains were sectioned at 50 microns in the coronal plane. Sections were stored in 20% phosphate-buffered saline with sodium azide, and then mounted on Superfrost plus microscope slides (Fisher Scientific) using a gelatin buffer. Sections were stained with the Nissl method protocol (Cresyl violet staining), and preserved with a cover slip. Slides were examined under microscopy to confirm electrode placement. The locations of PFC electrodes were verified in the prelimbic cortex. HC electrodes were verified in, above, and below the HC fissure. nRe electrodes were verified within the thalamus midline, within or in the close vicinity of nRe.

6. Data Analysis
Using MATLAB (MathWorks) code created in-house, LFPs from HC, PFC, and nRe microelectrodes during each 10 s RPO stimulation were extracted from DASYlab 7.0 (National
Instruments). The middle six seconds of the stimulus was selected in order to remove any movement artifact during the initial two seconds after RPO stimulation, and to remove signal from the last two seconds in which theta may no longer be present. After stimulus extraction, the signal was filtered between 1 and 70 Hz and sampled at 256 Hz. Signals underwent FFT to obtain power density spectra for discrete frequency bin widths of ~0.5 Hz.

Frequency bins with greatest power (peak frequencies) were identified in HC and PFC, respectively. In HC, these frequencies were within the theta band; and PFC and nRe power spectra densities were then calculated within this previously identified theta frequency bin for each RPO stimulation event. In PFC, peak frequencies were present within the 2-5 Hz delta band; and HC and nRe power spectra densities were then calculated within this previously identified 2-5 Hz frequency bin for each RPO stimulation event. Spectra were normalized across experiments using the following method: the minimum and maximum of the peak power at any of the two frequencies across all stimulation instances for a given electrode in a given experiment was calculated; power values were then corrected by subtracting the minimum and dividing by the range to obtain values between 0 and 1.

To examine how RPO stimulation affected the frequency of HC theta and PFC 2-5 Hz oscillations, linear regression (Pearson’s correlation) analysis was performed between RPO stimulus intensity and previously identified peak frequencies during each RPO stimulation trial for HC theta and PFC 2-5 Hz oscillations, respectively. To examine how RPO stimulation affected the amplitude (power) of HC theta oscillation in HC, PFC, and nRe, linear regression analysis (Pearson’s correlation) was calculated between RPO stimulus intensity and HC, PFC, and nRe power, respectively, within the previously identified peak HC theta frequency bins. This latter analysis was repeated for PFC 2-5 Hz oscillation to determine how RPO stimulation affected power of PFC 2-5 Hz in the HC, PFC, and nRe.

To determine synchronization of theta and 2-5 Hz oscillations among PFC, HC, and nRe, Pearson’s correlations were calculated between power densities. To analyze theta synchronization, PFC, HC, and nRe power spectra obtained from the previously identified peak HC theta frequency bin were used to calculate three pairwise correlations between PFC-HC,
PFC-nRe, and HC-nRe. To analyze 2-5 Hz synchronization across brain structures, this analysis was repeated for the PFC, HC, and nRe power spectra obtained from the previously identified peak PFC 2-5 Hz frequency bin.

Partial correlations were next calculated to determine how statistical removal of nRe influenced this network. To determine the effect of nRe removal on theta HC-PFC synchronization, PFC, HC, and nRe power spectra that was obtained from the previously identified peak HC theta frequency bins served as variables for the partial correlation formula below, for which the influence of nRe was controlled. This analysis was repeated for 2-5 Hz oscillations to examine the effect of nRe removal on 2-5 Hz PFC-HC synchronization.

Partial correlation equation for which nRe signal is controlled:

\[
r_{\text{PFC-HC}(\text{nRe})} = \frac{r(\text{PFC-HC}) - r(\text{PFC-nRe}) \cdot r(\text{HC-nRe})}{\sqrt{(1 - r(\text{PFC-nRe})^2) \cdot (1 - r(\text{HC-nRe})^2)}}
\]

To determine the in vivo effect of nRe inactivation, coherence spectra were calculated from rats that underwent local lidocaine nRe inhibition. Coherence spectra between HC and PFC LFPs (before and after lidocaine administration) were calculated for all eight possible pairwise combinations between two PFC (left and right prelimbic area) and four HC (two in dHC, two in vHC) signals for each RPO stimulation trial. Coherence was calculated on overlapping 4 s windows resulting in coherence spectra with 0.5 Hz resolution for each RPO stimulus intensity level. Since 2-5 Hz oscillation power was greatest at low RPO stimulation intensities and theta oscillation power was greatest at high RPO stimulation intensities (see results section), peak HC-PFC coherence values are reported for the lowest stimulus intensity for 2-5 Hz oscillations and the highest RPO stimulation intensity for theta oscillations.

Results are reported as mean ± standard error of the mean, unless specified otherwise.
Results

1. Theta and 2-5 Hz Oscillation Characterization in Urethane-Anesthetized Rats
As described previously (29), HC electrical activity in urethane-anesthetized rats spontaneously alternated between two states: 1) large amplitude irregular activity, and 2) regular, narrow spectral peak theta rhythm (Fig. 1A-C). PFC also showed a similar pattern of irregular, wide-band activity that then spontaneous alternated to a dominant rhythm with a narrow-spectral peak around 2 Hz in the delta band (57, 58); this spontaneous switch in PFC to a narrow-spectral peak oscillation co-occurred with HC theta (Fig. 1A-C). Frequently in PFC, a strong ~2 Hz oscillatory component also appeared mixed within the background of irregular delta activity in the “passive” state (i.e., when theta was absent in HC), which is demonstrated by the sharp spectral peak on top of wide-band delta in PFC (Fig. 1D). Spectral analysis of PFC and HC during spontaneous narrow-band oscillations demonstrated that ~2 Hz and theta oscillations co-occurred in both PFC and HC, although ~2 Hz oscillation had greater power in PFC and theta oscillation had greater power in HC (Fig. 1A, 1E). Both oscillations also co-occurred in nRe (Fig. 1A).

Both the appearance of LFP traces and the spectral representation of the rhythmic PFC signal showed essential similarities with HC theta rhythm, and significant difference from wide-band delta activity. Similar to HC theta rhythm, PFC rhythmic signals demonstrate a sharp spectral peak around ~2 Hz. This contrasts from the wide-band delta activity (Fig. 1D), whose spectral properties demonstrate a wide area under the curve for a given “peak” with slow tapering toward higher frequencies (~4 Hz) on one side, while the other side (~0.5 Hz) is limited by the high-pass filter of AC coupled recording. Thus, to avoid confusion of these fundamentally different delta-band activities (narrow band at ~2 Hz versus wide-band delta), we use the term “2-5 Hz oscillations” to denote sinusoidal-like activity within the delta band, which dominated PFC signal in “active” states (i.e., when theta was present in HC).

2. RPO Stimulation Simultaneously Induces 2-5 Hz Oscillation in PFC and Theta Rhythm in HC
Electrical stimulation of RPO resulted in reliable sinusoidal oscillations in PFC, HC, and nRe (Fig. 2B-C). Two prominent and distinct rhythms were observed—theta and 2-5 Hz— and were generally present in all three signals to different degrees, depending on the intensity of RPO
stimulation. Figure 2D-F show a representative example of this described finding: in PFC, at low RPO stimulation intensity (0.15 mA), 2-5 Hz oscillation was the dominant PFC signal, whereas at high RPO stimulation intensity (0.33 mA), theta oscillation was the dominant PFC signal (Fig. 2D). In HC, at low RPO stimulation, theta (6.3 Hz) was the dominant HC signal, and higher RPO stimulation levels resulted in higher theta frequencies (7.8 Hz) with greater power (Fig. 2E).

Although present to a smaller degree than theta, 2-5 Hz spectral peak was also observed in HC. Both rhythms were present in nRe at low and high RPO stimulation intensities. However, 2-5 Hz oscillation in nRe had greater power at low RPO stimulation intensities, and theta oscillation had greater power in nRe at high RPO stimulation intensities (Fig. 2F). In addition, the dominant theta oscillation at high RPO stimulus intensity was synchronized at 7.8 Hz in all locations (PFC, HC, nRe; Fig. 2D-F).

Linear regression analysis demonstrated that the frequency of both oscillations systematically changed as RPO stimulations varied (Fig. 3D). As shown in previous studies (60, 61), the peak frequency of HC theta rhythm was between 5.4 Hz ± 0.26 and 7.4 Hz ± 0.24, and increased linearly with increasing RPO stimulus intensity ($r = 0.64$, $p <0.001$, Fig. 3D). The peak frequency of PFC 2-5 Hz oscillation varied between 2.7 Hz ± 0.19 and 3.7 Hz ± 0.3 within the delta band, and also increased linearly with increasing RPO stimulus intensity ($r = 0.37$, $p = 0.001$; Fig. 3D).

Linear regression analysis also demonstrated that theta and 2-5 Hz oscillation power varied systematically with RPO stimulation intensity (Fig. 3A-C, 3E-F). In HC, theta power increased linearly with increasing RPO stimulus intensity ($r = 0.63$, $p <0.001$; Fig. 3E). However, there was little effect of RPO stimulus intensity on theta power in PFC ($r = 0.11$, $p= 0.36$; Fig. 3E) or nRe ($r = 0.06$, $p = 0.59$; Fig. 3E), suggesting that PFC and nRe do not participate in generation of RPO-induced theta. Contrary to the behavior of theta power, 2-5 Hz power decreased linearly with increasing stimulus intensity in PFC ($r = -0.60$, $p <0.001$, Fig. 3F) and in nRe ($r = -0.60$, $p <0.001$, Fig. 3F). Although the magnitude of 2-5 Hz power was consistently lower in HC (than in PFC or nRe), it still showed a similar negative trend ($r = -0.36$, $p = 0.001$; Fig. 3F). Taken together, HC theta power positively correlated with RPO stimulation level, whereas PFC, HC,
and nRe 2-5 Hz power followed an opposite trend, suggesting a possible negative coupling between the generations of these two rhythms.

3. Differential Contribution of nRe to PFC-HC 2-5 Hz and Theta Coupling

Although 2-5 Hz and theta oscillatory powers were most prominent in PFC and HC, respectively, both oscillations were present in nRe, and showed a parallel RPO stimulation-dependent variation in frequency and power as seen in PFC and HC (Fig. 3). More specifically, nRe 2-5 Hz frequency positively correlated with RPO stimulus intensity, whereas nRe 2-5 Hz power negatively correlated with RPO stimulus intensity (Fig. 3C, 3F), similar to 2-5 Hz signal observed in PFC (Fig. 3A, 3F). Both nRe theta frequency and power increased with increasing RPO stimulus intensity (Fig. 3C, 3E), similar to theta signal observed in HC (Fig. 3B, 3E).

To assess synchronization across regions, pairwise correlations of power were calculated between PFC-nRe, PFC-HC, and HC-nRe for theta and 2-5 Hz oscillations. Three separate correlational analyses were conducted using various partitions of the data. In the first analysis, correlations were performed pooling all stimulation episodes into one analysis (n = 537 in 15 rats; Fig. 4A-B). In the second analysis, correlations were calculated separately for each rat to examine differences across experiments (n = 15 rats; Fig. 4C). In the third analysis, only rats with significant PFC-HC correlations for both theta and 2-5 Hz oscillations (as determined by the second analysis, n=7; Fig. 5A) were selected for partial correlational analysis to examine the statistical effect of nRe signal removal. Rats without significant HC-PFC coupling (n= 8) were excluded from this partial correlational analysis, as examining the effect of nRe removal on HC-PFC coupling on rats in which HC-PFC are not coupled provides interpretable results.

In the first analysis in which all stimulation episodes were pooled, all pairwise correlations were significant (p < 0.001) for both theta and 2-5 Hz oscillations. However, correlations for 2-5 Hz were consistently stronger than for theta. The largest correlation overall was between 2-5 Hz PFC-nRe (r = 0.82), about 30% larger than the two other 2-5 Hz oscillation pairs (r = 0.5 for both PFC-HC and HC-nRe). Similarly, the strongest theta correlation was between nRe and the presumed HC origin of theta rhythm (r = 0.37 for HC-nRe vs. r = 0.2 for PFC-nRe and HC-PFC).
In the second analysis, pairwise correlations between PFC-nRe, PFC-HC, and HC-nRe were calculated separately for each rat (n = 15) for theta and 2-5 Hz oscillations (Table 1). Significant correlations were found at 2-5 Hz in the majority experiments (i.e., 14/15 rats between PFC-nRE and 13/15 rats for the other two pairs). Theta correlations between PFC and HC were only significant in 7 out of 15 rats, whereas theta was significant in 11 rats between HC and nRE and in 9 rats between nRE and PFC. Group averages of the second analysis of individual rats (Fig. 4C-D; note that non-significant correlations are shown as r = 0.) paralleled the relationship for correlations of pooled data in the first analysis: 2-5 Hz oscillation power correlations overall were stronger than theta oscillation power correlations, and the largest correlations for either 2-5 Hz or theta was between nRe-PFC and nRe-HC, respectively.

The fact that the strongest correlation for theta oscillations was between nRe-HC (where HC is the presumed origin of theta) and the strongest correlation for 2-5 Hz oscillations was between nRe-PFC (Fig. 4C) suggests that nRe may serve as a relay to establish PFC-HC oscillatory coupling. In the third analysis, only rats with significant PFC-HC correlations at both 2-5 Hz and theta oscillations were selected (n=7; Fig. 5A-B, note larger PFC-HC correlations in this subgroup analysis as compared to whole group analysis in Fig. 4C). Partial correlation analysis was used to calculate the residual PFC-HC correlation after allowance was made for the variations in the rhythmic components of the nRe signal (Fig 5C-E). For 2-5-Hz oscillations, there was a significant decrease in PFC-HC correlation when controlling for nRe (student’s paired t-test, p <0.001), from r = 0.81 ± 0.03 (correlation) to r = 0.13 ± 0.12 (partial correlation). This provides evidence that nRe contributes to 2-5-Hz synchrony between the PFC-HC, and removal of this influence almost completely eliminates residual PFC-HC correlation. In contrast, theta PFC-HC correlation (r = 0.65 ± 0.07) and partial correlation (r = 0.61 ± 0.08) were not significantly different (student’s paired t-test, p = 0.53), suggesting that nRe has minimal effect on theta synchronization between PFC and HC. Partial correlation analysis on the entire population (n=15, data not shown) also consistently showed elimination of PFC-HC 2-5 Hz correlation when controlling for nRe.

Additional comparisons revealed that HC-nRe theta correlation was lower in the sub-group containing only rats with significant theta HC-PFC coupling (r = 0.32, Fig. 5A-B) than whole group analysis with all 15 rats (Fig. 4C). Further, this HC-nRe theta correlation was completely
eliminated when controlling for PFC (partial correlation p(HC-nRe/PFC) = 0.007), indicating that no unique HC-nRe theta coupling existed in these experiments other than that also shared with PFC (Fig. 5E). This may suggest that HC theta drive to nRe occurs through a synapse in the PFC, not via the direct, monosynaptic HC-to-nRe connection. Thus in states where HC and PFC are engaged in theta synchronization, theta flow is largely unidirectional through PFC, despite bidirectional connections between HC and nRe.

4. The effect of nRe in vivo Lidocaine Inhibition on PFC-HC Coupling
Lidocaine was microinfused into nRe (n = 4 rats) to pharmacologically inhibit its potential contribution to PFC-HC oscillatory coupling. In these experiments, PFC LFPs were recorded from the left and right prelimbic PFC, and HC field potentials were recorded both in dHC and vHC (two electrodes in each site). Together, this allowed for a total of eight pairwise combinations of PFC-HC recordings in each rat, and coherence was calculated for all pairwise comparisons by RPO stimulus intensity level (Fig. 6A-B). Peak coherence values were identified at low RPO stimulus intensities for 2-5 Hz oscillations, and high RPO stimulus intensities for the theta range (data not shown), likely reflecting the greater spectral power of 2-5 Hz and theta oscillations at low and high RPO stimulation intensities, respectively. Based on these findings, pre- and post-lidocaine coherence comparisons were performed for low RPO stimulus intensities for 2-5 Hz oscillations and high RPO stimulus intensities for theta oscillations. For theta oscillations, lidocaine had little effect on coherence (coherence pre-lidocaine = 0.52 ± 0.04, post-lidocaine = 0.48 ± 0.04, p = 0.19, n=32 from 8 possible pairwise comparisons from 4 rats, Fig. 6C-D), suggesting that nRe does not participate in propagation of theta oscillations between HC and PFC. In contrast, PFC-HC coherence of 2-5 Hz oscillation significantly decreased after lidocaine by 0.39 ± 0.04 (Fig. 6C) from 0.73 ± 0.03 control to 0.34 ± 0.04 after lidocaine (p<0.001, n=32; Fig. 6D). The effect was similar in dHC and vHC (Fig. 6B). These results support the hypothesis that PFC-to-HC 2-5 Hz synchrony is at least partly mediated by nRe, as pharmacologic inactivation of this nucleus significantly decreases coherence between these two brain regions.
Discussion

1. The Role of Theta and 2-5 Hz Oscillation in Bidirectional HC-PFC Synchronization

Electrophysiology recordings performed in urethane-anesthetized rats during RPO stimulation is a well established paradigm that offers the advantage of experimental control over forebrain oscillations without behavioral confines (68). This is the first study (to our knowledge) in which this experimental paradigm was applied to investigate HC and PFC slow oscillations and their relationship. In the resting state without any RPO stimulation, LFPs of both HC and PFC spontaneously alternated between irregular, wide-band activity and a dominant rhythm with a narrow-spectral peak in the delta and/or theta band (57, 58). This spontaneous switch in HC theta has been previously described in urethane-anesthetized rats (29). These two types of delta activity have also been previously described in un-anesthetized animals, depending on different behavioral states. Wide-band delta activity is the well-known dominant EEG pattern of slow wave sleep, whereas highly synchronized neuronal firing generating sinusoidal LFP in PFC was reported in wake rats during working memory task, previously referred to as “4 Hz oscillation” (54).

Importantly, LFP tracings in PFC during RPO stimulation were more similar to HC theta rhythm in several respects, as compared to wide-band delta activity. For one, PFC tracings demonstrated narrow spectral peaks with clear oscillatory properties like theta rhythm. Furthermore, RPO stimulation intensity effectively controlled the frequency and amplitude of both oscillations. Just as the frequency of spontaneous theta rhythm which appears at the lower end (~4 Hz) of the theta band can be increased up to ~7-8 Hz by RPO stimulation (60-62), the frequency of the 2-5 Hz PFC oscillation which spontaneously occurs at ~2 Hz (Kiss et al., 2011a, 2011b) could be increased by RPO stimulation to generate sharp spectral peaks across the entire 2-5 Hz range found in awake rats. However, unlike theta oscillatory power that increased with greater RPO stimulus intensities, the 2-5 Hz PFC oscillatory power demonstrated a negative correlation with RPO stimulation intensities.

In this study, theta oscillations were the dominant frequency in HC during RPO stimulation. Further, peak theta power in HC correlated to PFC power, suggesting HC-PFC theta synchronization that agrees with findings reported in early studies (35-38, 42, 66). Although not
specifically assessed in our study, theta HC-to-PFC synchronization likely plays an important role in learning and memory formation (2, 15, 40, 43, 69). For example, HC-PFC theta coherence in rats peaks during choice points in Y maze tasks, and this coherence is greatest after new rule acquisition (40). Further, electrophysiology recordings in epileptic patients with implanted electrodes demonstrate increased HC-to-PFC theta coherence during recall tasks (43).

HC theta driven PFC synchronization reflects “bottom-up” processing, and has been the primary focus of research to date. However, PFC is theorized to be a master regulator of working memory and higher-order cognitive function (4), yet the mechanism by which PFC exerts “top-down” influences is not clear. A low frequency oscillation that is distinct from HC theta, such as the 2-5 Hz oscillation, may allow for a flexible signal for PFC to synchronize electrical activity with other distant brain regions. As reviewed by Fujisawa and Buzsaki (2011), 2-5 Hz oscillations connecting PFC to other structures may be widespread, as its presence was visible in a number of previous reports even though the authors may not have emphasized them. Besides the presence of this 2-5 Hz oscillation in VTA and HC that was reported by Fujisawa and Buzsaki (2011), 2-5 Hz rhythm of likely PFC origin was present, for example, in striatal recordings (55, 56). Further, 2 and 4 Hz sharp narrow-band coherence with frontal cortical EEG was reported as far as in brainstem sympathetic circuits (70).

The interaction between HC theta and PFC 2-5 Hz band oscillation could therefore provide a flexible network for bidirectional HC-PFC coupling. One potential mechanism for this interaction is through 2-5 Hz-theta oscillation phase coupling by which the 2-5Hz oscillation aligns with the phase of theta by “skipping” every other theta cycle (54, 71, 72). 2-5 Hz-theta phase coupled signals can then modulate both PFC gamma oscillation and individual neuronal spikes in PFC and HC (54). In our study, evidence of theta and 2-5 Hz oscillation interactions were demonstrated based on RPO stimulus intensity level. Specifically, the amplitude of theta and 2-5 Hz signal were negatively coupled: with increasing RPO stimulation, HC theta power increased, whereas PFC 2-5 Hz power decreased. Further evidence of this interaction can be seen when looking specifically at the PFC signals (Fig. 2D): 2-5 Hz oscillation dominated at low RPO stimulus intensities, but theta dominated PFC signals at higher RPO stimulus intensities (although 2-5 Hz oscillation was still present). It is well established that increasing RPO
stimulation levels increase theta amplitude and frequency within HC (60-63). Therefore, with increasing RPO stimulation and thus increased hippocampal theta power generation, HC-to-PFC circuit may dominant, suppressing PFC-to-HC flow. However, when theta drive is minimal (low RPO stimulation intensities) theta suppression may be reduced and 2-5 Hz PFC oscillations could dominant. Together, this suggests potential bidirectional flow between HC and PFC with one signal, either theta or 2-5 Hz, dominating at a given time, depending on various states, such as level of arousal as determined by RPO.

2. The Role of nRe in PFC-to-HC 2-5 Hz Synchronization

Prior tracing studies demonstrate the possibility of the midline thalamic nRe as a potential candidate for mediating communication from PFC-to-HC (67, 73). Two prior electrophysiology studies also suggest a functional role of nRe in mediating PFC-nRe-HC coupling in spatial working memory (52) and fear conditioning (53), and a lesioning study provides additional evidence of nRe role in spatial tasks (51). Our study agrees with a functional role for nRe in mediating PFC-to-HC synchronization. However, our study is the first (to our knowledge) to suggest that PFC-nRe-HC coupling is occurring through a 2-5 Hz oscillation. This is evidenced by 1) partial correlational analysis revealing that 84% of the correlation between 2-5 Hz HC-PFC power densities could be explained by nRe signal, and 2) lidocaine inactivation of nRe significantly reducing 2-5 Hz PFC-HC coherence. These results, together, suggest that PFC-to-HC 2-5 Hz synchronization is mediated by nRe.

For theta oscillations, in contrast, controlling for nRe influence via partial correlations had minimal effect on HC-PFC theta correlation, and lidocaine in vivo nRe inactivation had minimal effect on HC-PFC theta coherence. These results support prior evidence that HC-to-PFC communication occurs through an excitatory, monosynaptic connection that is minimally influenced by nRe (35, 36, 38, 66). Of note, however, residual PFC-nRe theta correlation was present when controlling for HC (data not shown), indicating that HC may not be the only source of theta synchronization in PFC. Besides nRe, several other structures have reciprocal connections with PFC and HC (Fig. 7A), which were not recorded in this study, but might have been the origin of these residual correlations for theta. These other regions include the amygdala (AMY), supramammillary nucleus (SUM), entorhinal cortex (EC), medial septum (MS), and
ventral tegmental area (VTA) (47, 74, 75), and therefore should be considered within this network.

Of note, although this thesis emphasized the directionality of theta oscillation in HC-to-PFC direction, the direction of oscillatory flow is likely state-dependent. Subgroup analysis that separated rats based on whether recordings demonstrated HC-PFC theta synchronization (n =7 out of 15) showed smaller HC-nRe theta correlation compared to rats not engaged in HC-PFC synchronization (n= 8 out of 15), such that HC-nRe theta flow decreased during HC-PFC theta synchronization. Further, partial correlation analysis of this subgroup engaged in PFC-HC theta coupling showed that controlling for PFC entirely suppressed nRe-HC theta correlation. This provides preliminary evidence that theta predominately flows unidirectionally from HC-to-PFC-to-nRe during HC-PFC theta engagement (as nRe-HC theta correlation was completely explained by PFC signal), and not through direct HC-to-nRe projections. However, when HC and PFC are not engaged in theta coupling, theta may be directed through HC-to-nRe projections via this alternative, direct pathway.

Prior anatomical studies have not been unable to visualize a direct PFC-to-HC projection until recently. Rajasethupathy et al. (2015) provides singular evidence of a functional monosynaptic PFC (dorsal anterior cingulate) to HC (CA3 and CA1) connection with a potential role in retrieval of encoded memories (76). Although present, the direct PFC-to-HC projections were minor compared to the dense, previously well-described PFC-nRe-HC projections. If a direct HC-PFC projection does exist, however, it raises the question as to why a multisynaptic PFC-nRe-HC projection would dominate over the efficiency of monosynaptic projections—and the answer potentially argues for a critical role of nRe within this network. Since the nRe receives significant inputs from arousal centers of the brain, Vertes et al. (2007) hypothesizes that nRe may gate what information reaches HC based on the arousal levels. In this theorized role, the nRe would actually improve efficiency by ensuring that only salient information to which the animal is attended can be encoded long-term, and less useful information will be discarded (67). Additional research is needed to further elucidate the functional role of nRe within this network.
In summary, the inferences for understanding the dynamical network controlling PFC-HC coupling and the role of nRe are summarized in Fig. 7A. The 2-5 Hz oscillation was the dominant frequency in PFC, correlated with 2-5 Hz power in HC, and was diminished by both statistical and pharmacologic removal of nRe influence. In contrast, theta rhythm was the dominant signal in the HC, correlated with theta power in PFC, and this relationship was minimally affected by nRe signal. In summary, although correlational analysis does not test directionality, our results with prior anatomical and electrophysiological studies provide strong evidence that **HC theta-driven PFC synchronization occurs (at least partially) through direct HC-to-PFC projection, whereas PFC-to-HC communication occurs through synchronization of a 2-5 Hz signal, which is mediated by nRe.**

3. **Study Limitations and Future Directions**

This study is constrained by several major limitations: 1) the experiments were performed under urethane anesthesia, limiting generalizability to wake animals; 2) *in vivo* lidocaine injections likely achieved imperfect nRe inactivation with off-target site effects; and 3) network directionality is inferred from correlational analyses.

Urethane anesthesia paradigms have many practical and experimental advantages, including extended periods of anesthesia with easy administration, allowance for spontaneous and RPO-induced HC theta oscillations, and reduction of unknown variables associated with freely-moving animals (59-63, 77). However, the generalizability of electrical recordings under urethane anesthesia (and anesthesia more generally) to wake animals is not fully clear. Urethane has nonspecific actions on many neurotransmitter-gated ion channels (including GABA, glycine, AMPA, NMDA, and nicotinic-acetylcholine receptors) (78). Urethane also alters thalamic neuronal responses to noxious stimuli (79), and potentially alters other neuronal responses not yet characterized. Therefore, oscillatory characterization of the proposed HC-PFC network is warranted in wake animals with correlation to the findings presented in this thesis.

Previous work in our laboratory had attempted inactivation of nRe using Designer Receptor Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADD) delivered on adeno-associated virus (AAV) via stereotaxic-guided injections (data not presented here). Since nRe has significant volume in the rostral-caudal direction (48), however, targeting the entire nucleus with a single
stereotaxic-guided injection was challenging; this challenge was compounded by the fact that few neurons within the target site even incorporated the virus, as confirmed via immunohistochemistry. As a result of these limitations, significant inactivation of nRe was not attained with DREADD. For this reason, lidocaine inactivation, a more nonspecific agent, was attempted for this thesis. Lidocaine exerts its effect though blockade of fast voltage-gated sodium channels to prevent neuronal depolarization and thus action potential generation. Lidocaine micro-pump infusion through an implanted cannula can reversibly prevent signal transduction of a relatively small population of neurons. It offers the benefit of easy administration, rapid onset, and reversibility. However, similar to viral administration of DREADD, lidocaine blockade is dependent on the location of administration. Further, diffusion to off-site targets, including sites that potentially contribute to 2-5 Hz oscillatory signal, cannot be fully avoided, nor confirmed with histology (only histological evidence of injection is cannula placement, as lidocaine does not leave a visible histological trace). Ideally, more targeted and verifiable blockade techniques should be attempted in future studies to more definitively confirm in vivo nRe inactivation.

The main statistical analyses performed in this study included Pearson’s correlations, partial correlations, and coherence calculations. Although these methods are robust and well-validated techniques, they offer only correlational analysis without direct information regarding directionality within the neural network. Based on the analyses conducted here, directionality was inferred from known anatomical connections with implied polarity (i.e., neuronal signals most commonly flow from dendrites to axons). Further, theta oscillation origin from HC was inferred based on the finding of greatest theta power density of within HC signals and from prior studies (41-43). Although the greatest 2-5 Hz oscillatory power occurred in PFC signals, a non-PFC origin of this oscillation could be explained by several alternative models: PFC 2-5 Hz oscillation induction by VTA (54), from nRe (57, 58, 80-82), or through PFC-nRe reciprocal circuitry (Fig. 7B). Our recordings and analysis cannot differentiate between these models, since partial correlation finds unique variance between two variables (i.e., HC-PFC), which is not shared by the third variable (i.e., nRe), but does not provide information as to where the residual variance originates. Signal analysis that specifically allows for directionality calculations and determination of oscillation origin, for example Granger causality analysis, are needed and will likely offer a deeper mechanistic understanding of PFC-HC coupling (83).
Summary
The major findings of this study are that 1) HC-PFC coupling can be established not only by HC theta rhythm but also by a second narrow-band oscillation in the 2-5 Hz range that dominates PFC activity, and 2) the thalamic nRe is essential for PFC-HC coupling by this second, 2-5 Hz rhythm, whereas theta drive may use the direct HC-PFC pathway.

Figure 7B depicts a functional model based on the findings of this study and prior work. This model is likely dynamic with the strength of 2-5 Hz and theta coupling (depicted as arrow thickness) being state dependent. In one state, HC drives PFC theta (red) synchronization through a direct monosynaptic projection. Although not shown here, PFC likely receives theta drive from outside HC as well. Co-occurring with theta synchrony is a distinct 2-5 Hz oscillation (blue), where the origin of this oscillation may occur within the thalamo-cortical (nRe-PFC) network (although other possible origins cannot yet be excluded). This nRe-PFC network drives the 2-5 Hz oscillation in HC through a direct nRe-HC projection. When HC-PFC are engaged in strong theta synchronization, theta flow is likely unidirectional from HC-to-PFC-to-nRe. However, direct theta flow from HC-to-nRe may increase when HC-PFC are not engaged in theta coupling.

Several aspects of this functional model require further investigation. For one, nRe clearly participates in this circuit, as elimination of its influence reduces PFC-HC 2-5 Hz synchronization, but why does a multisynaptic projection though nRe exists in the first place? What specific functional role does nRe play in this network? Secondly, where is the origin of 2-5 Hz oscillation? Although an origin within the proposed thalamo-cortical (nRe-PFC) circuit is possible, 2-5 Hz oscillation may arise outside this loop, such as within VTA reward circuits, for example. Thirdly, residual PFC-nRe theta correlation was present when controlling for HC, indicating theta drive originates from additional sources outside of HC. What other regions contribute to theta drive in nRe-PFC network, and how does this affect the network? Lastly, the strength of correlations in this network is likely dynamic and state-dependent, and requires further characterization. What are these different states, and how does this dynamicity affect directionality and oscillatory frequencies within the network? These questions warrant further elucidation, and will likely enhance our understanding of PFC top-down regulation of learning.
and memory. Equally important, this understanding may provide mechanistic insight into the pathophysiology of the cognitive deficits that plaque patients with schizophrenia, and ultimately offer a more targeted therapeutic approach in the future.
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## Tables and Figures

Table 1. Percentage of rats (n=15) with significant power density correlations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Theta</th>
<th>2-5 Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PFC-nRe</td>
<td>9/15 (60%)</td>
<td>14/15 (93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC-HC</td>
<td>7/15 (47%)</td>
<td>13/15 (87%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC-nRe</td>
<td>11/15 (73%)</td>
<td>13/15 (87%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Spontaneous alternation between wide-band delta activity and simultaneous 2-5 Hz and theta oscillations in urethane-anesthetized rats.

A. Examples of time-frequency plots that demonstrate alternations between wide-band delta activity and two oscillations at 1.9 and 4.6 Hz in PFC, HC and nRe. B-C. Sample LFP recordings on a faster time scale showing large amplitude irregular activity (B) and rhythmic activity (C). Voltage calibrated to 0.5 mV. D and E. Power spectra of 75 s PFC and HC LFP signals exhibiting wide-band spectral components (D) and sharp peaks in the delta and theta band (E). Note that power spectra were overlaid for different signals (HC, PFC) and autoscaled to the largest peak.
Figure 2. 2-5 Hz oscillation elicited in PFC simultaneously with HC theta by RPO stimulation.

A. Time-frequency plot depicting PFC, HC and nRe oscillations elicited by RPO stimulation at different intensities (between 0.08 and 0.33 mA). B-C. Sample LFP recordings that show the induction of PFC 2-5 Hz oscillation and HC theta oscillation with RPO stimulation at low (0.15 mA) intensity (B), and high (0.33 mA) intensity (C). RPO-induced oscillations interrupt ongoing large amplitude irregular waves. Voltage calibrated to 0.5mV. D-F. Power spectra of PFC (D), HC (E), and nRe (F) LFP signals shown in B and C during low (blue) and high intensity (red) RPO stimulation.
Figure 3. The changes in frequency and power of 2-5 Hz and theta oscillations elicited by stimulation of RPO at five different stimulus intensities.

A-C. Sample power spectra of PFC (A), HC (B), and nRe (C) signals during RPO stimulation at five different intensities. Darker colors and direction of arrow represent increasing stimulus intensities. Inserts in A and B show power spectra in the frequency bands of the non-dominant
components (i.e., 4-9 Hz in PFC and 1-4 Hz in HC) on a larger scale. Note decreasing power but increasing frequency for 2-5 Hz with higher RPO stimulation intensities (A); and increasing frequency and power for theta with higher RPO stimulation intensities (B). D. Linear regression analysis for group averages of 2-5 Hz and theta oscillation peak frequencies elicited by RPO stimulation at different intensities. Peak frequency of HC theta oscillation ranged between 5.4 Hz ± 0.26 and 7.4 Hz ± 0.24; Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r = 0.64, p < 0.001. Peak frequency of PFC 2-5 Hz oscillation varied between 2.7 Hz ± 0.19 and 3.7 Hz ± 0.3; Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r = 0.37, p = 0.001. E-F. Group averages of spectral power at theta (E) and at 2-5 Hz (F) in PFC, HC, and nRe as a function of RPO stimulation intensity. Peak frequencies for theta and 2-5 Hz were identified on HC and PFC spectra, respectively, and spectral power at these frequencies were averaged for each signal. Linear regression analysis for all rats (n=15) for theta (E) HC: r = 0.63, p < 0.001; PFC: r = 0.11, p = 0.36; nRe: r = 0.06, p = 0.59, and for 2-5 Hz (F) HC: r = -0.36, p = 0.001; PFC: r = -0.60, p < 0.00; nRe: r = -0.60, p < 0.001. In D-F, continuous lines represent averages of all rats (n=15), dashed lines represent experiments with significant PFC-HC correlation (n=7 for theta and n=13 for 2-5 Hz). Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
Figure 4. The relationship between PFC, HC, and nRe rhythmic LFPs at 2-5 Hz and theta oscillations.

A. Scatterplot of power between PFC vs. HC at theta (red) and 2-5 Hz (blue) oscillations for all stimulation episodes, n=537 in 15 rats. B. Scatterplot of peak power in PFC vs. nRe at 2-5 Hz (blue) and HC vs. nRe at theta (red) oscillations. In A-B, voltages were normalized for each experiment and expressed in arbitrary units between 0 and 1. C. Pairwise correlation of 2-5 Hz and theta oscillations between different structures. Correlations were calculated separately for each rat, and average over the group of n=15 rats. All data points were used. Non-significant correlations were set to = 0. Reported as mean ± S.E.M. D. Correlation structure of RPO induced oscillations between PFC, HC, and nRe. Thickness of lines is proportional to correlations at 2-5 Hz (blue) and theta (red) frequencies.
Figure 5. Partialization of significant PFC-HC correlations by nRe.

A. Group averages of power pairwise correlations between PFC, HC, and nRe for 2-5 Hz and theta oscillations. Only experiments with significant PFC-HC correlations at both frequencies were included (n=7). B. Correlation structure of RPO induced oscillations between PFC, HC, and nRe for this sub-group. C-D. Group averages (n=7) of PFC-HC correlations and PFC-HC/nRe partial correlation (C), and the effect of partialization in individual experiments (D). NS denotes non-significant. E. Pairwise partial correlations after controlling for the third signal. Note almost complete elimination of PFC-HC 2-5 Hz correlation (after controlling for nRe.
influence), and of HC-nRe theta correlation (after controlling for PFC influence). In B and E thickness of lines is proportional to peak correlations at 2-5 Hz (blue) and theta (red) frequencies.
Figure 6. Effect of nRe lidocaine inactivation on HC-PFC 2-5 Hz and theta coherence.

A. Sample HC-PFC coherence spectra from a representative experiment for all pairwise combinations between two PFC and four HC recordings in the delta (0-4 Hz) and theta (4-9 Hz) frequency ranges before (blue) and after (red) microinjection of 0.1 mg lidocaine in nRe, during low (left) and high (right) RPO stimulation. B. Pre- (blue) and post-lidocaine (red) peak coherence for pairs of PFC-vHC and PFC-dHC recordings for 2-5 Hz and theta oscillations. Individual peaks are plotted as dots (2-5 Hz) or rhomboids (theta); open symbols mark experiments with no significant drug effect. Each bar represents the mean of peak coherence values for one stimulus intensity for all rats. C. The change in peak 2-5 Hz and theta coherence after lidocaine injection, averaged over all PFC-HC pairs (n= 32, 8 PFC-HC combinations in 4 rats). D. Group averages of coherence peak values in pre- and post-lidocaine recordings (n= 32). Pharmacological inactivation of the nRe had minimal effect on PFC-HC coherence for theta oscillations (p = 0.19), but a significant effect for 2-5 Hz oscillations (p <0.001).
Figure 7. Possible models of HC-PFC oscillatory coupling at two frequencies.

A. Model summarizing the known anatomical connections and their selective involvement (as shown in this study) in conveying 2-5 Hz and theta oscillatory signals between PFC and HC. First, the results presented here are in agreement with the direct HC-to-PFC pathway carrying a theta-synchronizing signal (red). Second, synchronization at 2-5 Hz was found to involve the nRe and could use reciprocal nRe connections with both PFC and HC (blue). Third, several other structures (not recorded in this study) also have reciprocal connections with PFC and HC and could be the origin of residual correlations, including the amygdala (AMY), entorhinal cortex (EC), supramammillary nucleus (SUM), ventral tegmental area (VTA), and medial septum (MS).

B. Functional model in which 2-5 Hz oscillation is generated by a thalamo-cortical (nRe-PFC) network. PFC is the primary input to this network to receive HC theta influence. The common output of the network to HC is nRe, which utilizes a 2-5 Hz synchronizing signal.